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Any human who is honest and is curious to discover the roots of the New Testament would compare the moral ethical themes in the New Testament with the corresponding parallel phrases in the Talmud. He would find that the phrases in
the New Testament are a carbon copy of the God given moral standards in the Talmud.

Why then after 2000 years have not Christians who seek and proclaim the truth acknowledge that the writers of the New Testament borrowed all the sayings attributed to Jesus and the apostates -other than the divinity of Jesus and
that the Jewish laws existing at the time of Jesus were abrogated once Jesus died from the Talmud?

The answer is that if that was accepted than what is left in the New Testament?

The virgin immaculate birth the concept of the Father Son
and Holy Ghost are all to be found in the Middle Eastern and Eastern Mystery religions? Dyoneses is the Son of Zues for the Greeks and he is the Son god for Jupiter the Roman Father god. Both the Greeks and Romans have a married mortal conceive in an immaculate conception. Dionosis preaches and threatens the status quo. He is crucified. He is dead for three days. He rises from the dead
and flies to heaven to join a pantheon of gods and goddesses.

Buddah is also the god son of the elephant god. His virgin mortal mother Maya conceives in an immaculate conception.

The Babylonians had TAMUZ. The same story. Prophet Ezekiel 8:14 is torn apart that Jews worshipped Tamuz.
Egyptians had Isis Meri · a goddess who gives birth to Horus. Horus enrages the authorities is crucified. He is dead three days. Then he rises from the dead and flies to heaven to join a pantheon of gods and goddesses.

The Hindus have Karishna who has a similar life story.

All these half men half gods have a similar story.
Thus if Christians would tell the truth that all the moral ethical concepts in the New Testament come from the Talmud, what is left?

Therefore the leaders made it their mission to paint the Jews as the cursed Cain who wander all over the world because they refuse to accept that Jesus is God. That is the reason there were so many burnings of the Talmud throughout history. If the Jewish
Talmud did not exist there would be no need to explain. That is the root cause for theological Anti Semitism. DBS Divestment Boycott and Sanction of the State of the Jew IS AN OTHER FACE OF THE 2000 YEAR OLD Anti-Semitism. It started after the year 500 when the Church got its act together and decided after 500 years what the cardinal doctrines of Christianity should be. The church burned all other
versions of doctrine. The Ebyonim who denied the divinity of Christ were declared heretics. They were killed. Their writings burned. However, The Church would have to burn the New Testament to get rid of the Talmudic sayings of morality attributed to Jesus and the Apostles. THIS WAS A THORN IN THE SIDE OF THE Church for the last 2000 years.
That is why there exists today June 2015 DBS and support for a Palestinian State to destroy the state of the Jew. If Jews are punished for not accepting Christ how come the Jews got back their state and also Jerusalem?

The non Monotheism religions claim that God or gods and goddesses at some point of time revealed themselves as a God in the flesh. They call this
God the Son. He is apart from the father and the Holy Ghost. However, for all other individuals who are not privy to witness and experience the God, as well as, future generations a problem of trust and belief exists. The truth of the faith is the trustworthiness of the original tradition.

One of the reasons Christianity spread was because the doctrines adopted by the Church in 500 ACE were
carbon copies or very close to the historical theological beliefs of the populations converted by the Church.

The Romans Greeks Egyptians Hindus Budhists all possessed in their religion the core generic story of a god born from a married virgin. This god/man disturbs the status quo becomes a threat to the ruling elite. He is tried sentenced to death and executed. Thus the populations
who adopted Christianity already accepted and believed in the core generic doctrine of the Trinity.

Certainly differences exists between Christianity and the pagan cults and religions. The number of gods are eliminated. There is only one Father and One Son and One Holy Ghost.

However the generic core of the story is not violated. That is why Christianity spread. Christianity did not violate the
fabric of the common folk. The story of Jesus was within the accepted framework and parameter of theological belief for the Romans and Greeks.

When the missionaries tried converting Muslims or Jews they encountered a brick wall. The popular theological attitude instinctively repulsed the generic Christian formula for God.

Regardless, if Jews or Muslims adhere to all the
tenets of their religion, the Christian formula for God is anathema for them. They will respect all religions, but will not adopt the Christian formula.

The renaissance and the American and French revolution and the separation of Church and State brought the coercive power of the Church to its knees.

After 2000 years of enforcing theological dictums by the
sword and assigning dissenters to be burned, the Church now speaks of religious tolerance. Religious tolerance except for the Jew. The Jew still remains in their anti-Semitic world view as the pariah. The Jew is not entitled to reclaim the Jew’s ancient historical inheritance in Judea Samaria Gaza Golan and the old City of Jerusalem.

The classical lies that Jews use human blood to bake Matzos
on Passover, are taught to steal from non Jews, they are rapists and pedophiles, and are not to be trusted can be seen in July 2015 by clicking on the internet the word Talmud.

I have already in books 8; 33; 34; 35; 36; 37; 43 and 50 expounded and destroyed this murderous slander of Jews and the Talmud.
The Jewish tradition rests upon the fact that millions of Jews and non Jews witnessed the revelation at Mount Sinai 2448 after Creation when God liberated the Jews from the bondage of Egypt. This occurred 420 years after Abraham witnessed the Prophesy that his Children the Jews would be enslaved in Egypt. God would liberate them. They would then receive The Torah Written –the 5 books
of Moses and Oral the Talmud. Jews believe that the Revelation did occur because it was witnessed by millions; not the testimony of one or several individuals. All Christians and Muslims almost 4 billion people also believe in the truth of the Revelation.

For the last thousands of years what man has witnessed are the narratives of the faithful of each religion stating the narratives that they
proclaim is the only absolute truth. Each faith proclaims that only they are the vicars of God on earth. They have a direct line of communication with the Divine.

The fundamentalists decree that every word in their Bible is the word of God.

Never mind that any man with an open mind will discover that the moral ethical laws written in their Bibles are a carbon copy of the Oral law the
Talmud given by God at Mount Sinai in the year of Creation 2448. These laws were written on papyrus by the Jews during 40 years of wandering in the Sinai desert. These scrolls were transmitted to future generations. They were edited and written in the Mishna in the year 3924 from Creation BEFORE Jesus was born. The Tosephta and Jerusalem Talmud were written approximately 100 years later.
There exists in the Talmud statements demeaning certain enemies of the Jews. These enemies existed before Jesus was born. The passages in the Talmud were written hundreds of years before Jesus was born. They also degrade the animalistic behavior of non-Jews living hundreds of years.
before Jesus was born. Unfortunately the Europeans for the last 200 years have exploited Christianity to murder billions of humans. They do not discriminate on the basis of sex color religion national origin. The victim must possess what they want and be weaker. I have elucidated this theme in my books 1; 2; 3; 8; 33; 34; 35; 36; 37; 43; 50; 52 -I
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The ancien Hindus claim
that they were given their
religion philosophy and laws
from their gods who
transmitted these laws by an individual by the name of Manou. The Hindus sent missionarie all over the Middle East to Persia Greece and Rome. These countries adopted aspects of the theological philosophy and religion of the Hindus namely the core belief in the genetic story of a father god getting a mortal married virgin pregnant. After nine months she gives birth to the son. This god/man
challenges the status quo and intimidates those in power. He is tried and is crucified. He is dead three days. He is in purgatory to forgive the sin of original man. Then he is resurrected, flies to heaven and joins a pantheon of gods and goddesses.

The Hindus claim the they influenced the theological core concepts of the New Testament
The Ebyonim claimed that Jesus was a mortal not a god. The Jewish laws never were abrogated following the death of Jesus. Jesus would liberate the Jews from Roman suppression.

Ten centuries the Jerusalem church first led by James and Peter following the death of Jesus non Jewish Christians transformed Jesus into a man/god. It took the
Church 500 years to get their act together. At one time Jesus is an angel. An other time Jesus is the birth child of Joseph and Mary; but is adopted by the Father and given the status of Son after his baptism in the Jordan river. Another time God glides from the role of Father to Son To Holy Ghost. Another time at the synod of 500 Jesus the Son God the Father and the Holy Ghost are separate. Jesus is 100% man. He is also 100%
God and 100% Holy Ghost.  
$1+1+1=1$. Ordinary people add up $1+1+1=3$ not $1$. The solution to this contradiction is a mystery that Christians must accept by a leap of faith.

The way the synod of year 500 represented Jesus it is another brand of the Hindu Greek Roman Egyptian god/man.
However, their ideas of morality and ethics in the New Testament are derived from the Talmud. A scholar who knows The Talmud and reads the New Testament will find parallel concepts in many of the passages that deal with behavior toward other humans. The only point of departure is the belief in the Divinity of Jesus and the abrogation of the Jewish ritual laws following the death of Jesus.
Judaism states that non Jews are permitted to believe in the Trinity. Only Jews must believe in a pure Monotheism. Ramo Shulchan Aruch Orech Chaim 156:1; Shach Yoreh Dayoh Part II.151:7

Jews ARE NOT PERMITTED TO BELIEVE THAT THE Godhead is comprised of more than One who by some mysterious act has separate components a Son and a Holy Ghost. Christians
claim that they also believe in the ONE GOD but the One God IS A Unit of SEPARATE ENTITIES. Jews ARE NOT PERMITTED TO BELIEVE IN SUCH A Unit.

Thus Jewish law as promulgated by the Shulchan Aruch mandates respect of all religions, although Jews are not permitted to believe them.
Non Jews who practice ALL THE MORAL ETHICAL LAWS STATED IN THE NEW TESTAMENT - THE SEVEN NOHADITE LAWS WILL MERIT SALVATION OLEM HABO ETERNAL LIFE.

THUS THE NEW TESTAMENT IS GREAT FOR NON JEWS.

There exists NO CONFLICT.
ANY ONE WHO SPEAKS DISRESPECTFUL OF THE NEW TESTAMENT AND CERTAINLY OF JESUS VIOLATES THE JEWISH TORAH. Jews are mandated to respect all religions although we are not permitted to believe in them.

IN THE WORDS OF THE RAMBAM AT THE LAST CHAPTER OF LAWS OF KINGS IN MISHNE TORAH
“Jesus and Mohammad - Christianity and Islam have brought mankind closer to God. No one ever knows what the Divine – God is and likewise no one knows God’s ways. It is the Will of God that they succeeded.”

The Aruch Hashulchon the author of the Code of Jewish Law 1900 ACE on all Civil
Criminal Ritual laws of Judaism writes in his preface that

"Jews collectively can not be blamed for the crimes of a few. Just like in all major cities of Europe- London Berlin Moscow- crimes are committed by any ethnic group. One can not hold responsible all members of that ethnic group for crimes committed by some individuals of that group."
Jews are forbidden even to taste any blood. Thus in the middle ages Jews were accused that they killed a Christian and used his blood to bake Matzos for Passover. One of the Popes assembled converted Jews and inquired as to the truth of this blood libel. They replied that this allegation was a blood libel Jews are forbidden even to taste blood. IF AN EGG HAS A BLOOD SPOT THE EGG IS THROWN OUT.
However anti Semites continued using this blood libel that resulted in pogroms killing hundreds of thousands of Jews. One time the Christian child Jews were accused of killing and using his blood to bake Matzos was seen alive. Those who spread this libel then claimed that the child was resurrected similar to Jesus.

Some of the Russian emperors dealt harshly with
those rebel rousers who spread this blood libel. He chopped off their head in public. The blood libels stopped.

However a similar blood libel was spread in Damasus Syria in 1845. In 1907 a Jew in Russia - Beilus was accused that he killed a Christian child to use his blood for Matzos. Beilus was tried. Because of international pressure Beilus was exonerated.
The Arabs today accuse Jews of using the blood of non Jews to bake Matzos.

The BDS IN THE TRADITION OF 2000 YEAR ANTI Semitism repeats all the lies leveled against Jews to the Jew’s state Israel.

Every statement leveled by the BDS IS A LIE. It is intended to delegitimize the Jew’s right to the land of Israel.
Jews are the only ones entitled to Judea Samaria, Gaza, Golan, and Jerusalem the Historical and New Israel. Reason: God gave it to the Jews. God performed miracles and Jews returned to Israel to reclaim their homestead. Palestinian never existed there. All Palestinian are immigrants who came from Saudia Arabia, Syria, Lebanon, Egypt when Jews came from Europe starting in
1860. The Arabs came to find jobs created by the Jews.

The occupiers are the Arabs. THOSE ARE SETTLED BY THE PALESTINIANS ARE OCCUPIED TERRITORY. ALL ARABS MUST BE EXPELLED FROM Judea Samaria Gaza Golan Jerusalem and returned to the countries from where they come from.

Then there will be peace. Israel must negotiate peace for
peace not peace for Jewish land in Israel. All of Israel is Jewish land given by God for Jews not Palestinian or any one else. See Bible accepted by 4 billion Christians Muslims.